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Abstract— Today, optical character recognition technology is not so 

advanced as to compete with human perception ability. Parameters such as 

scene complexity, irregular lighting conditions, skewness, blur and distortion, 

aspect ratios, perspective impairment, fonts, multilingual environments 

negatively affect the success of the optical character recognition technology. 

The aim of this article is to create an algorithm that can resolve irregular 

words whose characters' scales and rotations are modified. In the algorithm, 

fractal dimension tool, a fast and stable recognition method, is used. From 

this viewpoint it is desired to make optical character recognition technology 

closer to human perception. In order to analyze the algorithm, fractal 

dimension and image compression data of big, and small alphabetic 

characters in the tahoma font were recorded in the database. Then, using 

these characters, irregular word images were obtained. These images, were 

analyzed by the algorithm built in matlab program and the results were 

obtained. 
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1. Introduction 

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is the process of replacing or converting a document 

containing text or any text, such as handwriting, printed, or scanned document images, into an editable 

digital format for deeper and further processing. Today, the recognition of machine characters has 

largely been solved [1], but OCR technology is not as advanced as to be able to compete with the human 

perception ability. Effects such as scene complexity, irregular lighting conditions, skewness, blur and 

distortion, aspect ratios, perspective disturbance, typeface, multilingual environments negatively affect 

OCR technology's ability [2]. 

 

There are many studies on the fractal dimension in the literature, but studies on texts are limited. 

The foundation is based on fractal dimension; Finding text distortion in the image [3], detection of fonts 

in Arabic texts [4], detection of which text is written in alphabet [5], text detection and recognition from 
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mobile video images [6]. However, there is no fractal dimension-based approach that can improve 

recognition of rotated characters, one of the weaknesses of optical character recognition technology. 

The aim of this study is to develop an algorithm that can enable the recognition of words that are rotated 

to their characters. For this purpose, two important applications of the fractal dimension, a powerful and 

rapid recognition tool; box counting method and image compression are the basis of the designed 

algorithm [7,8]. 

2. Phases of the Algorithm 

The first phase of the algorithm begins with a character determination process. This determination 

process is specifically designed for the designed algorithm. The next step is the image compression 

phase. In this way, images becomes independent from scale and rotation. The third phase is the 

calculation of the fractal dimension. The final stage is the interpretation of the data and the realization 

of the character recognition process [7].  

Each character is passed through the above mentioned stages in order to analyze the word that 

forms the image.  

This algorithm was developed in the MATLAB program, which was tested for irregular words 

consisting of large and small alphabetic characters defined in the Tahoma font.  

2.1. Determination of Characters 

Characterization is specially designed for this algorithm. An example of a Word, formed 

irregularly is given in Fig.1. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Irregular vocabulary example 

 

In this example, the image is encoded in binary form. For characterization, the image columns are 

scanned from top to bottom and from left to right, respectively. The first black pixel detected is used as 

the starting pixel of the first character boundary to be tested. To obtain the boundaries of the character 

whose starting point is determined, the boundary pixels of the character in the clockwise direction are 

found. Thus, the boundary of the character is extracted. 
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Fig. 2. Directions used when determining the boundary for a character 

 

The directions in Fig. 2 are used when determining the boundaries of the character. Some 

important situations are need to be known for the boundary detection algorithm. When the starting pixel 

is detected, the first direction of motion is H6. The determination of the next boundary pixel is depended 

on the direction of the previous movement. 

For example, find the next boundary pixel for the boundary pixel with the final direction of motion 

H6; 

The direction of movement can not be H2, because the aim is to determine the limit of the 

character in clockwise direction. Since  H2 means that the movement is returned to the direction where 

it comes from. For the clockwise determination of the border, the pixels of the H3-H4-H5-H6-H7-H8-

H1 must be tested sequentially. Always if the corresponding pixel is within the boundary of the 

character, then the direction of the last movement will be through this pixel. For example, when the 

directions are tested if the pixel in the H5 direction is found to be black, the final direction of motion is 

determined as H5. This process continues until the starting pixel is the same as the pixel specified after 

the last transaction. Thus a closed boundary of the character is obtained. Tab. 1. shows the directions in 

which the pixels should be tested, respectively, according to the direction of the final motion. 

 

Tab.1. Pixel directions to be tested by last motion direction 

 

Last Movement Direction Pixel Aspects Needed to Test Sequentially 

H1 H6-H7-H8-H1-H2-H3-H4 

H2 H7-H8-H1-H2-H3-H4-H5 

H3 H8-H1-H2-H3-H4-H5-H6 

H4 H1-H2-H3-H4-H5-H6-H7 

H5 H2-H3-H4-H5-H6-H7-H8 

H6 H3-H4-H5-H6-H7-H8-H1 

H7 H4-H5-H6-H7-H8-H1-H2 

H8 H5-H6-H7-H8-H1-H2-H3 

When the algorithm is executed according to the rules in table 1, the boundary in Fig. 3 is 

obtained. 
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Fig. 3. Determining the boundaries of the first character 

 

The boundary of the first character is shown in the Fig. 3. All the data located in the bounds of 

the specified character is taken from the original image as in Fig. 4.  Thus, the defined character is 

separated from the original image. For the next character recognition operation, the previously specified 

character is subtracted from the original image and this is shown in Fig. 5. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Retrieving the first character data from the original image 

 

 

Fig. 5. Previously specified character is removed from the original image  for the next step 
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2.2. Image Compression 

It is possible to make the recognition process independent from the scale and the rotation by using 

picture compression, one of the image processing applications of fractals [9]. 

In order to make the character independent from the rotation, pre-processing should be done. First, 

the character specified from the original image is subjected to rotation from 1 to 90 degrees. After each 

1 degree rotation, the area associated with the character as in Fig. 6 is calculated as (x2-x1) * (y2-y1) 

[7]. 

 

 

Fig.6. Rotated character 

The smallest angle value is obtained as a result of these transformations and the character is 

rotated by the determined angle value. As a result of this process, 4 different results can be obtained. 

These results are shown in Fig. 7. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Cases that may occur after rotation transactions applied to the character 

 

A large number of results means that a large number of transactions are being made in the 

recognition phase. the number of results can be reduced by half with a simple process; If the character's 

width is greater than the height, the character is repeated with a rotation of 90 degrees, otherwise it is 

left in its current position. In this way, the number of results is reduced to two, which is shown  in Fig. 

8 [7]. 
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Fig. 8. Reduction of results  

In the final stage of image compression, the domain of the character is found; the result obtained 

by applying rotation is placed as in Figure 9, which is equal to the size of a 256x256 Pixel white image, 

and the width is centered on it. A 256x256-Pixel white image can be larger or smaller. As this field 

grows, the domain of the character is better calculated. However, the growth of this area means the 

increase in the transaction load. 

 

 

Fig. 9. Finding the character domain 

 

Then the resulted image is divided into equavelent sections consisting of 8x8 64 squares and 

enumerated as in Fig. 9. Section overlapping with character is assigned "1" whereas "0" is assigned to 

non-overlapping parts. Thus, the 64 bit character domain data is generated and this data is stored in the 

database for using in the recognition phase. 

2.3. Finding a Fractal Dimension with Box Counting Method 

The box counting method can be used not only to find the fractal size of the fractal, but also to 

detect fractal size of non-fractal objects and characters [10]. 

The image is usually divided into parcels of 32x32, 16x16, 8x8, 4x4 or 2x2 pixels to find the 

fractal dimension of an object or a character. The smaller the size of the section, the more accurate the 

calculated fractal dimension will be [11,12,13]. 

 

𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
log(𝑁)

log (
1
𝑠

)
                                (1) 

 

where N is the number of sections affected by the image, whereas 1/s represents the inverse of 

the parcel fields. 
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Fig. 10. 16x16 Pixel parcelled image 

In Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, the fractal dimension is calculated for different section sizes. the fractal 

dimension is equal to the slope in the chart as shown in the shapes,. The bigger the slope, the more 

fractal the object is. The complexity of the image increases as the fractness increases.  

 

Fig. 11. 8x8 Pixel parcelled image 

When it is desired to define a character or object, desicion made just by looking at the fractal size 

or only the domain is not the right approach. For this reason, for more accurate results, the 64-bit domain 

data and the character's fractal dimension are stored in the database when defining characters. 

 

2.4. Character Recognition 

In the first step of the algorithm, the character is determined and the fractal dimension of the detected 

character is calculated. Then, the characters that have similar fractal dimensions are compared with the 
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both normal, and 180 degrees rotated domains, shown as in Fig. 12, of the character, found in recognition 

process. 

 

Fig. 12. Domains for the character 

As a result of this comparison the character is assigend to the domain of a character  with respect 

to which the character is most similar, wit ha condition that it does not exceed a specific error margin. 

The same actions are repeated for all characters that make up the image. By combining the characters 

that are resolved sequentially, the irregular word is solved.   

3. Conclusions 

In order to test the algorithm, sample irregular words were used in Tahoma font. The generated 

images can be seen in Fig. 13 ,14, 15, 16. The characters that make up the words in different scales, 

different rotations, case sensitive, various locations were tested. No interference was performed to 

eliminate noise in the algorithm and noise-free images were used for the test. 

As a result of the tests, it is observed that this algorithm based on fractal size has achieved 

successful results. Thanks to this algorithm, optical character recognition technology can be made more 

stable against character rotation. Thus, optical character recognition technology is projected to be one 

step closer to human perception. 

 

 

Fig. 13. Resolving of the irregular ‘rOTatED’ word 
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Fig. 14. Resolving of the irregular ‘CoMPLeX’ word 

 

 

 

Fig. 15. Resolving of the irregular ‘BAtmaN’ word 

 

 

 

Fig. 16. Resolving of the irregular ‘DICLE’ word 
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